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Abstract - Security is the main concern for storing files in cloud servers, Public Key Encryption with Keyword 

Search (PEKS) is one of the best cryptographic method to safely search encrypted files in cloud storage. 

Regrettably, it is subjected to the off-line keyword guessing attack (KGA), which is not acceptable in 

information protection of users. Many existing methods to address these issues are suffering from low efficiency 

and not fit for real applications. In this work, we provide a solution for this security vulnerability by formalizing 

a new PEKS system named Verifiable Server-Aided Public Key Encryption with Keyword Search (VSA-PEKS). 

In VSA-PEKS, to generate the keyword ciphertext/trapdoor, the user needs to query a semi-trusted third party 

called Keyword Server (KS) by running an authentication protocol and hence security against the off-line KGA 

can be obtained. In this system, Data integrity can be preserved by Sender and Receiver using Secure Hashing 

Algorithm 3 (SHA3) checksum, SHA3 is one of the best secure hashing algorithms. 

 

Keywords- Cloud security, File data integrity, Keyword guessing attach ,Public key encryption, 

Secure hashing algorithm. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Enterprises and organizations outsource the data storage to cloud servers to reduce the burden of maintenance 

and high storage cost. This has been increasing rapidly. In reality end user may prefer to encrypt the data stored 

in cloud servers for privacy protection as they do not believe the cloud servers. This makes use of traditional 

data utilization service, such as plaintext keyword search over textual data or query over database, these are all 

difficult task. One of the reliable solutions is the searchable encryption which allows the user to search and 

retrieve the encrypted data and to preserve the data privacy, searchable encryption can be realized in either 

symmetric or asymmetric encryption. The symmetric searchable encryption (SSE) is having good efficiency but 

suffer from complicated secret key distribution problem. Public key encryption with keyword search (PEKS) 

that offers the users to search the encrypted data in asymmetric encryption. 

The secure hash algorithms (SHA) are part of cryptographic hash functions published by the National institute 

of standards and Technology, The latest SHA algorithm is SHA3. It is one of the best methods to identify data 

integrity.  

 In VSA-PEKS system, sender and receiver login to keyword server to generate public and secret key. Sender 

computes SHA3 checksum of the file append into file data before encryption, using the receiver’s public key. 
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Sender choose searchable keywords associated with the file generates derived keywords with the help from 

keyword server then encrypt with receiver public key and stores encrypted file data and ciphertext of searchable 

keywords in cloud server. The receiver generates trapdoor of the keyword with the help from keyword server 

then sends the trapdoor of a searchable keyword to the storage server for data searching. Cloud server takes the 

trapdoor and the ciphertext of searchable keywords, if one of the ciphertext of searchable keywords matches 

with trapdoor then receiver can access the encrypted file, Receiver decrypt the file then removes checksum bits 

and computes SHA3 checksum of the file, if both the checksum matches then received file data is correct. 

Motivation of This Work. PEKS is free from secret key distribution problem but unfortunately subjected to 

offline keyword Guessing Attack(KGA), In this method intermediate server can generate random trapdoor sends 

to cloud server until match is found. If match is found then intermediate server can access the file. 

Public-key Encryption with Fuzzy Keyword Search (PEFKS) is a method where each keyword mapped to an 

exact trapdoor and a fuzzy trapdoor, multiple keywords matched to same fuzzy trapdoor, Cloud server uses 

fuzzy trapdoor to find set of ciphertext trapdoors.  Receiver has to locally find the matching ciphertext from a 

set of ciphertext keywords by using the trapdoor, So this method is impractical, Also intermediate server can 

generate fuzzy trapdoor and learn about ciphertext keywords. 

Our Contributions. The contribution of this paper is to securely search and share files in cloud environment 

and verify data integrity. We formalize a new VPEKS system named Verifiable Server- Aided Public Key 

Encryption with Keyword Search (VSA-PEKS) to address the data integrity and security vulnerability against 

(inside) offline KGA in existing PEKS systems. Our proposed solution can work with any existing PEKS 

system and hence is much more applicable in practice.  

 

II. RELATED WORK 

Traditional PEKS. After Boneh et al.’s seminal work [3], Abdalla et al. [8] formalized anonymous IBE (AIBE) 

and proposed a generic construction of searchable encryption from AIBE. In order to build a PEKS secure in the 

standard model, In [9], an interesting primitive called searchable public-key ciphertexts with hidden structures 

(SPCHS) was proposed for efficient keyword search without sacrificing semantic security of the encrypted 

keywords.  

Against Outside KGA. Byun et al. [12] introduced the offline keyword guessing attack against PEKS as 

keywords are chosen from a much smaller space than passwords and users usually use well-known keywords for 

searching documents. Inspired by the work of Byun et al. [12], Yau et al. [13] shows that outside adversaries 

that capture the trapdoors sent in a public channel can reveal the encrypted keywords through off-line keyword 

guessing attacks and they also showed off-line keyword guessing attacks against the (SCF-PEKS) schemes in 

[10], in [14] SA-PEKS system uses third party server to generate keys to avoid offline KGA. 
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III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

1. AN OVERVIEW OF VSA-PEKS 

VSA-PEKS is motivated by looking at the offline KGA can be handled by using a semi-trusted third party, 

namely Keyword Server (KS) which is separated from the Storage Server (SS), as shown in Figure.1.  And data 

integrity can be achieved by using SHA3 checksum.  

Roughly speaking, in VSA-PEKS system, the KS owns the public/secret key pair (pubKey; secKey). 

Sender/Receiver authenticates themselves to the KS with their per-user credentials. This method different from 

the PEKS framework where the PEKS ciphertext and the trapdoor are generated from the original keyword 

directly, the sender needs to login with the KS to generate the pre processed keyword, namely KS-derived 

keyword, before the generation of the PEKS ciphertext. The receiver also needs to login with KS to generate 

trapdoor. The more specifically, given a plaintext keyword kw, the sender has to access the KS through 

authentication and run an interactive protocol with the KS. At the end of the protocol execution, the sender gets 

the corresponding KS-derived keyword of kw as ksdw. The sender then generates the PEKS ciphertext for KS-

derived keyword ksdw as the final keyword and also computes SHA3 checksum of the file then appends it to the  

file data before generating the cipher text of the file.  Similarly, taking as input a specified keyword kw0, the 

receiver runs the interactive protocol with the KS to obtain the KSderived keyword ksdw0 and then generates 

the trapdoor from ksdw0. 

Sender keeps ciphertext of searchable keywords and encrypted file data in storage server. Storage server gives 

access to file if the received trapdoor matches one of the ciphertext of searchable keywords. Receiver remove 

checksum bits from file data received from storage server after decryption then compute SHA3 checksum and 

verify the integrity of the file. It is required that the derivation algorithm from original keyword to KS-derived 

keyword should be deterministic, otherwise the VSA-PEKS cannot work correctly. That is, if kw = kw0, then 

we have that ksdw = ksdw0. We can see in this method, the generation of PEKS  

ciphertexts and trapdoors happens in an on-line manner (through protocol) and hence the security against the 

off-line KGA obtained Moreover, the KS can function as a single point of control for implementing rate-limiting 

measures to reduce the on-line KGA rate. File data integrity can be verified using SHA3 checksum. 

 

2. Formal Definition 

VSA-PEKS scheme is defined by the nine-tuples (VSA-KeyGenerationS; VSA-KeyGenerationR, VSA-

KeyDerived, VSA-CheckSum, VSA-EncryptFile, VSA-PEKS, VSA-Trapdoor, VSA-TestTrapdoor, SA-

VerifyIntegrity) as follows. 

VSA-KeyGenerationS (): This takes security parameter  as input and outputs the public/private key pair of 

sender (pubKeyS; SecKeyS). 

VSA-KeyGenerationR (): This takes security parameter  as input and outputs the public/private key pair of the 

receiver as (pubKeyR; SecKeyR). 
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VSA-KeyDerived (pubKeyS,SecKeyS,kw): This takes  public key, secret key and  keyword kw as input  and 

returns the KS-derived keyword ksdw. 

VSA-CheckSum(file) : This takes file as input and returns SHA3 512  checksum of the file cksm. 

VSA-EncryptFile(pkR,file,cksm) : This takes receiver public key, file and checksum cksm as input  and  

returns  ciphertext of file CTf. 

VSA-PEKS(pubKeyR,ksdw): This takes receivers public key pubKeyR and KS-derived keyword ksdw  as 

input and outputs the PEKS ciphertext of kw as CTksdw. 

VSA-Trapdoor(SecKeyR,ksdw0): This takes receivers secret key SecKeyR and the KS-derived keyword 

ksdw0 as input  and outputs the trapdoor as Tksdw0 . 

VSA-TestTrapdoor (PubKeyR,CTksdw,Tksdw0): This takes public key of  receivers pubKeyR,  CTksdw 

and the trapdoor Tksdw0 as input and outputs True if kw = kw0; otherwise outputs  False. 

SA-VerifyIntegrity(CTf,SecKeyR): This method takes  ciphertext of file, Secret key of receiver as input and  

outputs true if checksum matches otherwise false. 

3. System Model 

 

Fig. 1. System Model of Verifiable Server-Aided PEKS 

User Registration. Senders and receivers register with the Keyword Server, It generates public key and secret 

key for the registered users. 

Cipher text of keyword Generation. Sender login to keyword server to generate derived keyword then uses 

receiver’s public key to generate encrypted cipher text of keyword. 

File Encryption. Sender computes checksum of the file using SHA3 and append to the file before encryption 

with receivers public key. 

File Storage. Sender sends encrypted file along with cipher text of the searchable keywords to storage server. 

Trapdoor Generation. Receiver logs into Keyword Server to generate Trapdoor for searchable keywords with 

his secret key. 

Trapdoor Comparison. Receiver sends trapdoor to Storage server storage server compares Trapdoor with 

searchable keyword cipher texts. If  one of the cipher text matches  with the trapdoor then receiver can access 

the file. 
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File Integrity verification. Received file is decrypted with secret key then fixed number of checksum bits 

removed from the file then SHA3 checksum calculated. Computed checksum compared with the removed 

checksum from the file. If both the checksum matches, then the file content is not modified. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

In this method, application written in Java/J2EE platform using eclipse tool and running in tomat server with 

Java8. MySQL database used for storing the senders and receivers credentials and keys. DriveHq tool used as 

Storage cloud Server.  Java class org.bouncycastle.jcajce.provider.digest.SHA3 used for SHA3 checksum 

calculations. Public Key encryption achieved using RSA. Latency for calculation of SHA3-512 checksum in the 

application   using bouncy castle shown in table.1. 

S No Input file size(Bytes) Latency(Micro Sec) 

1 40088 41421 

2 168081 44735 

3 222310 44656 

4 451428 51554 

5 624077 47647 

6 798069 57234 

7 1214160 79297 

8 1321567 92860 

9 2592834 93372 

Table 1:  Input files size and Latency details 

 

Fig.2. Input file size VS Latency representation 

Latency of the application measured  in a system using Intel® Core™ i5 CPU M480@2.67GHZ  processor and 

4GB RAM with Windows 7 operating  64 bit operating system. 

mailto:M480@2.67GHZ
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Figure.3 is a screen shot login page, Figure.4 and Figure. 5 are screen shot of file sharing pages, Figure.6 is a 

screen shot of DriveHq cloud storage page.  

 

Fig. 3. Screen shot of Sender/Receivers login page 

 

Fig. 4. Screen shot of page for Selection of user for File sharing 

 

Fig. 5. Screen shot of File upload and message keyword selection page 

 

Fig. 6. Screen shot of Cloud Server 
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V.CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE  

In this work, we provided a practical and applicable treatment on (inside) off-line KGA and file data integrity by 

formalizing a new PEKS system, namely Verifiable Server-Aided Public Key Encryption with Keyword Search 

(VSA-PEKS) using Key word Server and SHA3 checksum. 

This method does not address file error detections and corrections also misuse of keys (public and secret keys) 

by the key word server. 
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